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THE OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER OF CENTRAL OHIO NINETY-NIIERS

COPYRIGHT 0 1983
Central Ohio NinetyNiners Incorporated
(C.O.N,J.,1.1.), Columbus Ohio 43212, USA.
All rights reserved.
Spirit of 99 is published monthly for
Central Ohio NinetyNiners Inc. by C.O.
N.N.I. members and
is the official news
letter of C.O.N.N.I.
USER GROUP.
Editorial, Advertising and subscripttion address is 1456
Grandview Avenue,
Columbus Ohio, 43212.
Subscription rate
(USA) $13.00/1 year
(12 Issues), $24.00/2
years (24 issues).
Foreign Add $5.00 per
year. Third class pos
tage paid at Columbus
Ohio.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Send both old and NEW
Address to
Subscription address
above. WE assume no
responsibility for
manuscripts, programs
(tape or disk not accompanied by return
postage. Letters to
the Editor become the
property of Spirit
of 99. If published,
We reserve the right
to edit at our discretion.

OPINIONS EXPRESSED
HEREIN ARE THE AUTHORS AND ARE BASED ON
VALID DOCUMENTABLE
RESEARCH. THEY DO NOT
NECESSARILY REFLECT
THE OPINIONS OF THE
PUBLISHER.
WE WILL NOT KNOWINGLY
PUBLISH COPYRIGHT

MATERIAL WITHOUT THE
PERMISSION OF THE
AUTHOR AND CREDIT DUE

Treasurer 3087 Brandon Rd. Columbus
Ohio 43221.

ALL PROGRAMS PUB
LiSHED HEREIN ARE OF

ADVERTISMENT: WE DO

PUBLIC DOMAIN UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED.
OTHER NON-PROFIT

ACCEPT COMMERCIAL ADV
ERTISMENT AT THE FOLLOWING RATES;

USER GROUPS MAY USE

BUSINESS CARD (2X3

MATERIAL FROM THIS
NEWS LETTER ONLY IF

.5) $5.00/ISSUE
1/4 PAGE; $25.00
1/2 PAGE; $45.00
FULL PAGE; $75.00

SOURCE AND CREDIT IS
GIVEN.
Central Ohio NinetyNiners Inc. is a non
-profit organization
comprised of MEMBERS
who own or use the
TI99/4A computer and
its related products
and have paid a yearmembership fee of

$15.00 and whose main
objective is the excanoe of Educational
and Scientific information for the purpose of computer literacy.

WRITE THIS NEWSLETTER
FOR OTHER SIZE ARANGE
MENTS.
ALL ADS SHOULD BE
SUBMITTED; CAMERA REA
DY TO; ADVERISING
ADDRESS ABOVE,PAYMENT ENCLOSED.
MEMBERS ADS ARE
PUBLISHED AT NO COST.
(LIMIT 25 WORDS
PLEASE, MUST NOT BE

COMMERCIAL).
IF YOU HAVE DUES
TIONS, PLEASE CALL
486-7262

WEEDINCEE.BADIPIC1/41E;
ONLY BAM-3PM. I

C.O.N.N.I. meetings
are held on the Second Saturday of each
month at the Martin
Janis Senior Center

WILL DO MY BEST TO
HELP YOU.
PAT SATURN (ED)

on East Eleventh Avenue at the Ohio State
fairgrounds.
Meeting time is at
9:AM, Meetings are
open to the public.
Membership dues
($15.00) are payable
yearly to C.O.N.N.I.
and cover the imeadlate family of the
member. (an application has been placed
in this news letter
for your convenience). Please address
it to Art Morgan,
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DAYTON, OH 45432
(513)258-3163
in Cleveland:
23412 COMMERCE PARK
RD. BEACHWOOD, OH
44122 (216)464-4288

First I wish to
thank Jim Peterson
for an excellent demonstration at our April meeting, especially on such short
notice.
The plea for help
on committees was
very successful with
35 names logged on
the sign-up sheets
for committees.
Thanks to all who
volunteered!
The suggestion box
went well considering it's newness and
despite the young man
who crashed my program before I saved
the data to disk!...
SIGH!
Most suggestions
made were regarding
meetings and the library. Some of the
suggestions made:
"have 2 library lines
for faster service"
..."provide library
catagories by type
ie games, music, programming aids, etc.
..."have 2 meetings a
month..."make library
available between
meetings".
Since the question
comes up frequently,
here is the address
and phone of the TI
exchange center:
in Dayton: TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS EXCH CTR
4124 LINDEN AVE.,

MAY

The best advice I
can give you is to
call the service center first and make
arrangements for service to your equipment.
For those of you
who missed the April
meeting you should
know that we elected
as Trustees: Roger
Wills, Paul Powers,
and Dale Smith.
These three individuals will serve as
trustees until our
next annual meeting
in March, 1985. We
congradulate them on
their election, and
wish them success.
We also announced
that the club has an
official budget operating on a projected
annual income of
$5622.00. Additionally, the officers approved the purchase
of: 1 PRINTER, 1
RS232, 1 MODEM, AND
1 TI-WRITER WORD
PROCESSOR. These
items benefit the pro
cessing of our newsletter, and are inten
ded for use by the
committees in performing their duties.
After newsletter
expenses, purchase of
equipment, and a 3
month reserve, we
have a projected $12
75.00 for allocation
to committees and
officers expenses. I
hope that this will
encourage all of you
to join a committee
gpTRTT (IF 99

and help us spend
this money on worthwhile club activities!
I shall be looking
forward to seeing you
at our May meeting on
the 12th!
Sam Morabito,
President
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BY NIRAJ N. SHAH
This month I am going to
explain arrays to you. An
array is a way to group data in
a way that allows easy
manipulation in a program. The
simplest array is the
one-dimensional array, a list.
Each variable in the list is
called an element (item).
Before you begin using an array
in a program you must tell the
hr,1•1 lrIng tho 1i=4- ic_
rmm^ her
This i= c l 1 o n Hi m . h =inhing +he
array The Lqm. y to do this i=.
100 DIM NAME$(15)

150 PRINT NAME$(5)
Line 150 will print the fifth
member or item in the list
called NAMES. Was it not the
same person that you had
originally entered?! But you
may say that you could have
done the same thing by
implementing the following
program.
00
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
1

As you can see from the above
example the variable name of
the array is NAME$ and its
length or dimension is declared
to be 15 names long. Thus, if
you try to add more than 15
names to the array called NAME$
then the computer will generate
an error message. Actually,
you can have 16 names in the
array called NAME$ but I will
not explain it other than to
tell you to refer to the OPTION
BASE statement in the TI
Manual.
Once you have told the computer
how long the array will be you
can start manipulating the
array. Lets say that you
wanted all the names of the
people on your street to be
kept inside the NAME$ array.
Remember that you cannot have
more than 15 names! Here is how
you would do that.
110 FOR I=1 TO 15
120 PRINT "NAME$("0:")":
130 INPUT "?":NAME$(I)

adds the names of your
neighbors to the NAME$ array.
To understand, this better try
to remember who was the fifth
person that you added to the
NAME$ array. Then type in this
and run it.

TNPHT
TNPHT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT

"NAMF_i=":NAMPi
"NAMF';"="!NAmr?
"NAME_3=":NAML3$
"NAME_4=":NAME4$
"NAME_5=":NAME5$
"NAME_6=":NAME6$
"NAME_7=":NAME7$
"NAME_S=":NAMES$

200 INPUT "NAME_15=":NAME15$
I agree that both of the
programs achieve the same
objective. But the second
program is much longer and
takes up too much of my time
typing it and also wastes
memory. The first program is
much more efficient and it
allows me to manipulate my
NAMES array in many ways. If I
wanted to sort the names in
alphabetical or reverse
alphabetical order I oould
easily do so if the names were
originally in an array. All I
have to do is to sequentially
go through the arra/ an_li
compare the first item with the
second item then the second
with the third item and so on.

140 NEXT
Lines 110-140 consist of a
FOR-NEXT loop and an INPUT
statement that sequentially

Now that you have your
neighbors' names why not also
get their addresses and
telephone numbers? How would
rnNTTNIIPTI
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you do this? Easy! Just make up
more arrays called ADDRESS$ and
PHONE$. But remember that you
have to dimension these new
arrays to tell the computer how
much memory space to reserve
for those arrays. Thus the
revised program would look like
this:
100 DIM NAME$(15),ADDRESS$(1
5),PHONE$(15)
110 FOR I=1 TO 15
120 PRINT "NAME(";I;")";
130 INPUT "?":NAMES(I)
140 PRINT :"ADDRESS(";I;")";
150 INPUT "?":ADDRESS$(I)
160 PRINT "PHONE("0;")";
170 INPUT "?":PHONE$(I)
180 NEXT I
190 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO VE
RIFY (Y/N)":REPLY$
200 IF REPLY$="Y" THEN 210 E
LSE 300
210 INPUT "WHICH ONE TO CHEC
K? ":CHECK
220 PRINT "NAME = ";NAMES(CHE
CK)::"ADDRESS = ";ADDRESS$(CH
ECK)::"PHONE= ";PHONE$(CHECK)
230 INPUT "IS THIS CORRECT? (
YIN) "!PFPLY+
TF RFPIY="N" TI-IPM ' 2 '1 0 PI
qc"

r)

250 INPUT "NEW NAME=":NAME$(C
HECK)
260 INPUT "NEW ADDRESS=":ADDR
ESS$(CHECK)
270 INPUT "NEW PHONE=":PHONE$
(CHECK)
280 INPUT "WANT TO CHANGE IT
AGAIN (Y/N)":REPLY$
290 IF REPLY$="Y" THEN 210
300 END
The above program is similar to
the first program except that
it also has the capability to
change the Name, Address or the
phone number. Lines 190-290
enable you to change any or all
of the neighbor's information.

CHECK. Then Line 220 prints
the offending neighbor. Please
look at this line closely to
see how I picked out one item
out of each of the three lists.
The name was selected from the
NAME array or list by
specifying the item number
which is the variable, CHECK.
The same is done for the
person's ADDRESS and PHONE.
Here is how the computer goes
through the process of
selecting the Name, Address and
Phone number of the neighbor:
1) CHECK=5
2) His name=NAME(CHECK)
=NAME( 5 )
3) His address=ADDRESS(CHFCK)
=ADDRESS( 5 )
4) His phone=PHONE(CHECK)
=PHONE( 5 )
Part (1) assigns a value to the
variable, CHECK, which is 5.
This is accomplished in Line
210 of the program. Parts
(2)-(4) are done in Line 220 of
the program. Thus, with the
.mhrIve prr, gr=.m Mini, ranr-re.=.1-t5 an
nriri +ho
h,,k ■
p r , gr = n rrldo
mddifinnal
enable the user to add more
sort th , e
names. delete a
names and save the names on a
cassette tape. But if you
really want such a program then
check one out from the club
library and revise it to your
specific needs.
Now lets discuss two-dimension
arrays. Dons! My editor tells
me that I am out of space! It
seems that my last article took
o.p four pages which took quite
a bite out of the newsletter's
budget! I will continue this
topic on two-dimension arrays
next month. Until then keep on
experimenting!

Line 210 is the one that asks
you to specify which neighbor's
data that you desire to change.
Whatever number you give is
assigned to the variable.

MAY
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By Nira3 N. Shah
This is a review
/comparison of two word
processors named
COMPANION and TI-WRITER.
COMPANION was developed
by Intelpro and TIWRITER by Texas
Instruments. The thing
that makes the COMPANION
unique from most word
processors is that a lot
of it is written in
Assembly Language. The
only part that is
written in Basic is the
system monitor for
COMPANION. TI-WRITER is
written entirely in
Assembly Language.
COMPANION is available
only in a Disk form and
TI-WRITER is available
in a module and disk
form. The COMPANION is
available for $79.95
(U.S.A.) at this
address:
INTELPRO
5825 BAILLARGEON STREET
BROSSARD, QUEBEC, CANADA
J4Z 1T1
The COMPANION is
the only word processor
on the market can be
compared to TI-WRITER
(that I know of). Keep
in mind that each has
its advantages and
disadvantages. I will
try to point out the
differences between the
two word processors in
an objective manner.
Obviously, the main
difference and the most
important is that
COMPANION has an 40
column editor where
TI-WRITER has a variable
column (maximum of 80
columns) editor. If you
need to see how the text
MAY

is going to look on the
paper prior to printing
then you should choose
TI-WRITER as your word
processor. The second
major difference between
the two is that
COMPANION has to be
loaded into memory only
once, no swapping of
disks! TI-WRITER forces
you to swap disks (for
one disk drive systems)
if you desire to use
Text Formatter. But
remember because of this
second major difference
TI-WRITER is capable of
handling more text than
is the COMPANION. The
third major difference
between the two is how
they print out the text
onto a printer and what
options they provide.
COMPANION does NOT
provide a right justify
command where the
TI-WRITER has that
command. Intelpro has
stated in their
documentation that right
justification is in
being worked on in their
R/D department.

Both processors
have the capability to
move, copy, and delete
blocks of text.
COMPANION deals with
blocks of text via
special indicators.
TI-WRITER does it with
line numbers. The
documentation for both
processors is quite
extensive and easy to
understand. Thus, no
matter which word
processor you choose,
you most likely will not
be left in the dark.
But as usual,
experimentation is the
only way to find out
what you can and cannot
do with the word
processor. Both word
processors can do global
or selective
9pTRTT nF 9Q

search, replacement and
deletion of strings.
The COMPANION has
two added significant
features which TI-WRITER
does not have.
COMPANION can count the
number of occurences of
a unique string within a
body of text. The
second feature is that
COMPANION lets you
customize all the
defaults for printing
via a program on the
program disk. But keep
in mind that the
cusomization invalidates
the warranty! Both word
processors have unique
symbols to indicate the
beginning of a
paragraph, line feed,
center a string and
start a new page. But
the COMPANION also has a
one keystroke command
that enables one to tab
over a specified number
of columns for things
such as salutations in a
letter.
The thing that
COMPANION is sorely
missing is an OOPS!
feature, which recovers
inadverdantly deleted
text. It also needs a
Delete-To-End-Of-Line
keystroke command. I
would also like to see
Intelpro add a Delete
Line command in future
revisions of the
program. COMPANION also
needs some way to move
the cursor in a vertical
motion through the
middle of the text. In
other words, when I use
the Up Arrow key in
COMPANION it will
eventually left justify
over to the first column
thus making it almost
impossible to see if the
columns of two tables
are even. TI-WRITER

does not have this
problem; when changing
rows the columns do not
change and vice versa.
The labeling of the
function keys in
COMPANION seems to be
rather backward. To
scroll down 12 lines I
must press <FCTN 4>
(CLEAR) and to scroll up
I must press <FCTN 6>
(PROCEED). To me, the
word PROCEED means to go
to the finish or the end
of the text. But not so
in Intelpro's
interpretation! Also,
to use the Editing
commands in COMPANION I
must press <FCTN 9>
(BACK) and to get the
the main menu I must
press <FCTN 7> (AID).
To me the word BACK
means to go back to the
main menu. Again,
'Intelpro seems to have
their English mixed up.
Never fear,
COMPANION does have some
advantages over
TI-WRITER. The main
advantage is the
considerable speed in
which COMPANION deletes,
moves, and copies blocks
of text. The speed
difference is quite
obvious when using the
auto-repeat feature of
any key being pressed is
used. If you hold down
the left arrow key then
you will see the cursor
move to the left at
normal speed then
accelerate to the speed
of light! This is quite
evident when deleting
characters, the letters
move so fast that they
become a blur! The
COMPANION has three
different symbols for
the cursor: Edit, Text
and Insert. When
inserting characters
9

into the text the
COMPANION does not split
the line into two
sections, before and
prior the cursor. The
COMPANION's insert
feature is a normal one,
just like the TI BASIC
editor. The lower case
letters in COMPANION are
true lower case, not
small capitals as they
are in TI-WRITER. The
scroll up and down
blocks of text in the
COMPANION consists of
scrolling 12 lines of
text in a smooth but
fast manner. TI-WRITER
scrolls in an
instantaneous scroll of
24 lines of text. When
typing text into the
COMPANION the text is
never re-configured by
the program unless you
specifically tell it to
do so. So, when you
reach the end of the
line in the middle of a
word, COMPANION will
merely wrap around to
the next line. The word
is NOT shifted to the
next line as it is in
TI-WRITER. This was
done to fully utilize
all 40 columns of the
screen.
Both word
processors enable you to
send all the ASCII
characters (0-255) to
the printer. Both allow
you to change the
background color of the
screen. But
unfortunately, COMPANION
adopted white for the
color of the foreground
of the text. So, if you
have a Black & White
T.V. then you may have a
problem in reading the
text on the screen. I
know that I certainly
do! Both programs
enable you to print text
in a single sheet or in
SPIRIT
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a continuous form
fashion. Both
processors have a
warning message to
signal impending
overflow of the text
buffer. But COMPANION
also tells you how much
text is currently in the
buffer, thus, you can
keep an eye on how much
is in the buffer.
Personally, I think
that the COMPANION has a
better printer formatter
and the TI-WRITER has a
better text editor.
Unfortunately, the two
cannot be merged to form
the ultimate word
processor. Due to TI's
decision to drop out of
the market it may be
hard to acquire a
TI-WRITER. Intelpro is
going to continue
marketing the COMPANION.
Also, Intelpro is
willing to personalize
their product just for
you and based on that
fact I think it would be
wiser to buy the
COMPANION. Keep in mind
the minimal sytem
configuration for either
word processor is
Extended Basic, Disk
Drive. 32K memory and an
optional RS232 and
printer for the
COMPANION. Replace the
Extended Basic with the
TI-WRITER module for the
TI-WRITER word
processor.
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By Gale G Ringley
Yours truly had
the opportunity to
pick up a Milton
Bradley MDX Expansion
System at the Dayton
Hamvention this April,
MAY

TAIKN5rNTIMmil
For the benefit of
those of you who did
not get a flyer from
TI ) this is the box
that plugs into your
joy-stick port, gives
you two analog joysticks with built-in
paddle, three buttons
and a trigger. If
that has you gamers
drooling,try a 64 key
keypad, and speech
recognition and
synthesis (for those
of you who don't have
the Speech synthesizer, it has one of
its own). It originally retailed for
$129.95,with the second joystick going
for $30. Milton
Bradley ran off 2000,
then TI killed the
console and MB decided to kill the MBX
and re-called those
that it had distributed. To w et your
curiousity, here is
an out of the box
report.
In the box,one
finds a console, one
of those beautiful
Joysticks, a walkman
type headset with a
boom mike, and a
book describing how
to set up and use
the system. The
colors are the same
as those for the
late model console,
gray with dark gray
trim and a little
purple. The power
supply is the same
variety that the
console uses. After
you hook everything
together and power
up, a pleasant
female voice tells
you "ready".
The console has a
MAY

64 key mylar pad,a
squeaker, and the
ports for the goodies. There is a
rather short cable
which hooks to your
joy stick port, and
another cable which
hooks to your cassette port. The cassette port cable is
for grounding (why
this way I have no
idea). The purpose
of the mylar "cokeproof" keypad is to
allow you to use an
overlay for the keys
that are used in a
game More on the console in a minute.
The joystick, or
game controller if
you will, is a dream.
The actual joystick
gives a full 360 degree response (this
will vary from game
to game) is not
stiff in anyway and
centers automatically. built into
the joystick knob is
a paddle controller,
which sweeps from the
lower left to the low
er right, once again
very smooth and it
does not slip. The
controller is in the
shape of a pistol
grip, and right in
thumbs reach is three
buttons, and there
is a trigger as well.
Upon disassembly of
the joystick, I found
that the four are
independant of each
other. Another nice
touch is that the
center thumb button
has a slight ridge
in it so that you do
not have to look at
your thumb to keep
track of it in the
heat of battle. Overall this is probably
QPTPTT
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the finest "joystick"
availible today for
any system. The bad
news is that while
it plugs directly
into the console,
the pinouts are not
the same. The good
news is that the
Dayton group will
shortly be publishing
the schematics for
an interface box
(editor take note).
The speech system is
based around the
mike. The earpads
are just decorations,
not functional, but
they do enhance the
sound somewhat.
Here is where we get
in to the nasty
technical details
for those that are
interested. The
speech is driven
using Linear Productive Codeing, which
is the same method
that the text to
speech programs use
(ex ample: Terminal
Emulator II). The
heart of the system
is a Motorola MC
6809
microprocessor,the
the same processor
that drives the
TRS-80 Color
Computer. Input and
out put is done by
the MC 6821,and
there is 8k of ROM
and 4k of static RAM
for the 6809. The
speech synthesizer
is the General
Industries SP 1000.
Notice the lack of
TI hardware, most
all of the chips
were maufactured by
Hitachi. The system
communicates to the
computer entirely
through the joystick
port, and the ROUrnonm.knirn
9

TAI VT g CrIMTIMPn
tines that accomplish all this are
of course locked away in the game modules GROM (regrettable). So much for
the hardware.
I will be bringing the MBX to the
May meeting to demonstrate it for those
who are interested,
but I need some help
with that. I do not
have any MBX games!
If you or someone
you know has one (or
two or more), bring
them or it will be a
very short and
boring demo! TI did
complete and release
some of the games (I
Just hope one made
***44444.m.44************
* TIGERCUB SOFTWARE *
***********************

it to one of us).
If you are interested
in trying to get one
of these yourself. I
hear that...
("Milton Bradley has
stoped manufacture
of them completely
because TI stoped
manufacture of the
consoles. They also
will not manufacture any software"
...ED). Childrens
Palace employees in
the computer department remember it as
passing through
their department...
They have 23 of the
bigfoot game left in
stock as of 4/30/84,
the list price is
$28.97. See you at
the May meeting.
NMI
AAAAAAAAAAAXAAMMVAM7A
% STEVE'S BBS LIST %
THE LOCAL ONES
7.

Andes Msg Svc 253-1028
272-CBBS
CBBS
864-CORE
CORE
875-6416
Cosmos
Franklin County 875-SEXY
Micro Cottage 846-0200
475-9791
Modem Mania
837-3269
RBBS
Teleport 64 #5 235-7123
UBIX (HAMS ONLY)866-4392
Happy Modeming
Gale Ringley
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1.1*IA1,4+1

iMC

------------

$89.99

LOGO 2,TI-NRITER,MULTIPLAN
FOR INFOWARE's SOFTWARE See attached catalog
ALL OTHER TI SOFTWARE:Call for price and
availability

***********
* CALL: *

* ROGER *

*
*
*

*
*
*

TERMINAL EMULATOR 2

$34.99

EXTENDED BASIC

$109.00

EDITOR ASSEMBLER

$69.00

MINI MEMORY

$99.99

WIDGET(cartridge expander)

$39.99

* WILLS * MODEMS(inc cable+ SOURCE sign up)

FROM $89.99

* SMART MODEM(with software)
* 389 9011*
* DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

FROM $275.99

* EVENINGS* RS232s(p-box&stand alone)

FROM $99.99

$399.00

-

*

*

$119.99

* 32K EXPANSION(p-box)
* WEEKENDS*
* DISK CONTROLLER CARD

$199.99

*********** 9900 EXPANSION SYSTEM(plugs into consol,
stand alone RS232
with 1-RS232,1-parall el
32K RAM&Disk Controll er card
Items may be purchased separately
99000 EXPANSION SYSTEM
(new p-box with built in
RS272 4 32K RAM&DISK CONTROLLER
CARD.Will run 4 disk drives
and double sided double density
disks.R8232 has 2 serial&l parallel

INFLANARE!
345 GLEN MEADOW ROAD
DUBLIN, OHIO 43017

approx suggested retail price
this p-box will go wihh the new PHOENIX computer
DISK DRIVES:Stand Alone

BOX&POWER SUPPLY FOR
EXTERNAL DRIVE

MAY
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By Gale S Ringley
Well there are two
new additions to the
files since my last
article, one has come
and gone, and there
are three to five in
the rumor or else I
have had a bit of a
problem getting logged on (yes I have
problems like that
too) The two new offerings this month are
"Cosmos" and "CORE".
Both are RBBS based
systems, and function
pretty much like RBBS
Pickerington.
Cosmos is the local
IBM-PC board. Do not
let that scare you off

though, all are welcome. It is presently
running under RBBS,
but pretty soon (maybe by the time that
you read this) it may
be running under some
thing else. Overall
a very nice version
of RBBS.
The number
is 875-6416, and you
will need to kick
start it with a press
of the enter key once
you get the carrier.
CORE, The Central
Ohio Remote Exchange,
is the other new
board this month.
CORE is run on a Xerox computer of some
kind, and is sponsored by the Xerox
ppTRTT nF 99

.41

a.

c. c.
in a.

Computer Club. Unlike
the rest of the RBBS'
s this one starts up
by itself Once again
a nice implementation
of RBBS. In addition
to the bullet board,
there are online versions of the Scott
Adams Adventure
series availible to
play on Saturdays
(call early and have
lots of patien ce
to get at this!).
If you do not have
one of the adventures
here is a good place
to "try before you
buy". The number is
864-CORE. Have fun
& See You Later
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IPPARY Cng!Murn
been going very well.
I have noticed that
the last two meetings
we have had left over
program tapes. This
may mean we are start
ing to reach our saturation point. I
think most of the
people have the programs they want.
That is not to say
the library is of no
use to you now. We
are getting more programs each month, so
keep checKing.
Speaking of new
programs, do you get
any magazines that
have programs the
library could use?
How about all those
booksyou have?
Rather then having
several people typing in the same ones,
Jim Peterson has agreed to monitor
which programs are
being keyed-in to
prevent duplications
and save wear and
tear on your fingers.
If you are planning
to type in a new program, give Jim a call
at 235-3545 first to
be sure someone else
isn't already doing
it. I mean after all
why do all that typing if someone has
done it and you can
get the tape from
the library? Don't
stop typing programs
in though. Maybe
you can type another
one.
If you have a program you want to donate, and have a modem, you can always
give me a call and
transfer it by phone.
My number is 861-1273
MAY

I have had a few
people ask me how
they can get programs from the library if they can not
make it to the meetings. That is a prolem I suffer from
also. I can't make
most of them. If you
"really" can't make
the meetings You can
call Art Morgan. He
has most of the programs on disk and
is willing to let
people come over to
his house between
8:00 and 5:00 to
make copies of the
programs. We do ask
though that you call
first and only do
this if you just
can't make it to the
meetings. Because it
could become an inconvenence to Art.
Well that's about
it for this month. I
hope to hear from
you. Bye until
next month. Rod.
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DEF
REF
REF
PABBUF EQU
EQU
FAB
KCODE EQU
STATUS EQU
PNTR
EQU
SAVRT DATA
PDATA DATA
DATA
TEXT
PRMPT TEXT
BYTE
READ
CLOSE BYTE
ZEROV BYTE
THREEV BYTE
ENTERV BYTE
BUFFER BSS
EVEN

CAT

CAT

MOV
BL
LI

R11,@SAVRT
@CLEAR
RO,>F001

MOVB
SWPB

RO,@>83D4
RO

*

BLWP
LI
BLWP

@VWTR
RO,>0715
@VWTR

NEXTRD MOVB
LI
BLWP

WSTART LI
LI
LI
BLWP

RO,PAB
R1,PDATA
R2,>OF
@VMBW

*

*

DRIVE

LI
LI
LI
LI
BLWP

*
SELEC BLWP

VSBW,VMBW,VMBR
DSRLNK,KSCAN,VWTR
>1020
>1000

>8375
>837C
>8356
>0000
>000D,PABBUF,>0000,

>0005
'DSK1.

> 00 00

*
RET

'ENTER MASTER DISK'

*
>01
>30
>33
>OD
>OA

@KCODE,R1
R1,@ENTERV
RUN
R1,@THREEV

JGT
CB
JGT
JEO

SELEC
R1,@ZEROV
RET

*

JIVE

SELEC

DSR

CLR
MOV

@STATUS
@SAVRT,R11

WRITE

*
BL
BL
LI

BL

@CLEAR
@DSR

@READ,R1
RO,PAB
@VSBW

@DSR

MOV

LI
LI
BLWP
AI
3MP

NEXTRD

TOSCRN LI
LI
LI
BLWP

END

R8,3

R7,>21

@KSCAN

*

CLOSIT

DEC R7
JNE RTN

@CLOSE,R1
CLOSIT MOVB
RO,PAB
LI
BLWP @VSBW
BLWP @DSRLNK
DATA 8
@WSTART
B

RO,>37B
R1,PRMPT
@VMBW

R6,PAB+9
LI
R6,@PNTR
MOV
BLWP @DSRLNK
DATA 8
JEO

RO,PABBUF
R1,BUFFER
R2,>0A
@VMBR
R8,R0
R1,BUFFER
R2,>0A
@VMBW

R2,>0011

R0,>3C0
CLEAR LI
R1,>2000
LI
BLWP @VSBW
CLR1
RO
DEC
CLR1
JNE
RT
RTN

RT

WRITE LI
R0,PAB+17;
BLWP @VSBW

RUN

*

MOVB
CB
JEQ
CB

R8,20

Prlh

RrAy

(614) 294-1117

STARR SURPLUS SALES
New & Used Electronic Parts & Equipment

1044 N. High St.

Columbus, Ohio 43201
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Phone:____________________
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THE OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER OF CENTRAL OHIO NINETY-NINERS
PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN COLUMBUS OHIO

I own the following hardware:
labeling C3
coalating []
folding I:3

I own the following software:

Publicity editor []
program editor C3
genneral typists []
Correspondance editor []

I intend to purchase the +plowing hardware within the next
year

******************************
Demo committee []
Taking notes at meetings []
Other (Please specify)

I intend to purchase the following software within the
next year

I bought my computor because:
Price EJ
Enertainment []

I will help the User's Group
the following ways.

******************************
Newsletter (see Editor) check
one
Assistant Editor C3
second printer []
writers C3
technical []
games C3
reviews []
news []
Advertising Editor/coordinator
[]
Assistant A e/c []

It seemed like a good idea C3
Newsletter Articles []
Business C3
Word Processing []
Education C3
To meet women []
None of Your Business []
All of the above []
One of the above C3

I grant permission for this
information to be made available to other user group members.

Signature:
Date:
Return this form or a copy of
it to:
Art Morgan 3087 Brandon rd.
columbus Ohio 43221

I

Bulk Rate
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COLUMBUS 43212
Permit No. 1945
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EDMONTON USERS GROUP
P 0 BOX 11983
EDMONTON ALBERTA T5JSLI

*** MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION ***
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ARLA LUPE
HOME PHONE
BUSLNES PHONE
WHAT IS YOUR PROFESSION/VOCATION
HOW LONG HAVE YOU OWNED YOUR COMPUTER
DATE OF APPLICATION
ACCEPTED BY

AGE .....
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